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     Abstract:  This paper develops a biologically inspired computational model of the Human language 
faculty and some associated thought processes.  This model is developed starting from a simple 
proto-language, which humans are assumed to have inherited at speciation.  This proto-language 
consists of single symbol exchange using a small set of symbols;  similar to the observed dialogue 
systems in the existing Great Ape families.  Computationally, the model is built using a single class with 
the form of a Markov graph node.   Instances of this node class are used to symbolically represent 
words.   The model is built iteratively in main()  as a single graph.  Nodes are added to this graph using 
a merge, or conjunctive join, operation  between two existing nodes, notionally labeled as head and 
copy.  A simple first order  graph is developed which is hypothesized to be common to all Mammals and 
to generate shared mammal behaviours.   This graph is then extended into an interactive c++ prototype 
that allows for more  complex human language phenomena, including adverb periodicity, movement, 
illicit grammar detection, conjunction, 3rd person verb marking, irregular verbs, adverb ordering, and the 
progressive and perfected tenses.  
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Introduction 
---------------------- 



 
The simplest possible dialogue is a single symbol, exchanged from one communicator to 
another.   As an example, consider a hiker that is lost in the woods and builds a pile of rocks, 
and then moves on.  If a second hiker subsequently finds the rocks, then we can say that a 
single symbol has been exchanged.  The information conveyed is the same as if the first hiker 
had just stood next to the second and said the adverb “here”, except that the hiker said “here” 
some long time prior and the symbol (the rocks) held the information through time.  There is no 
other temporal or spatial information conveyed. 
 
To modify this example,  if while the hiker is piling the rocks,  s/he hears the second hiker 
coming straight on and calls out “here”,  then the second hiker will have,  at the simplest,  one 
additional quanta of information, namely a measured value of the distance.  This second quanta 
is analogous to a  floating point variable that can take on a continuous value or the variable 
firing rate of a spiking neuron.  
 
Single symbol dialogue systems are observed throughout the animal and plant kingdoms.  The 
symbol “here” is often the exchanged symbol in these systems.  A flower can be interpreted as a 
single symbol, exchanged between a plant and its pollinators, with the meaning of the flower 
being “here” [3b].   A symbol is defined to contain two quanta of information: name and value; with 
value being possibly zero or unspecified.   In the examples above, the second communicator 
measures the value locally to itself using the externalization made by the first communicator. 
 
The neocortex gives mammals the ability to store and recall sequences of symbols  with relative 
ease.  This ability gives mammals considerably more complex behavior relative to non mammals. 
Mammals can input and store sequences of symbols in combinations never experienced before 
and later recall and utilize this information; an example of which would be the second hiker 
remembering the path out of the woods and walking out with the first hiker. 
 
All known mammal dialogue, excluding human, uses or can be easily reduced to single symbol 
exchange.    The great apes have possibly the most developed system;  using a gestural 
vocabulary of approximately 80 gestures to convey ~15 unique meanings as commands and 
questions [10b].  The meanings loosely correspond to the hypernym forms of various parts of 
speech categories    [ here, no, give, on, on?, play? ], which are discussed further below.  
 
Among the Hominins, stone tools provide the first evidence for advancement in behavior.   The 
initial Mode I tools date to 3.3 Mya and remained at a relatively fixed level of design and 
refinement for over a million and a half years.  The early hominins did not evidently undergo 
much generational change; contrary to the current human cliche “kids these days…”.    Mode II 
tools were then developed and these spread slowly throughout the existing hominin range over 
the next million years.   When humans first speciated, they inherited a Mode II toolkit.  They had 
hafted hand-axes, spears, weathertight huts, and cooked meals, to name a few of their initial 
conveniences.  Hominins had been hunting elephants and hippopotamuses since at least 400 



Kya and early human sites dated 200 Kya also contain evidence that they subsisted on these 
animals [].  
 
Humans then began making rapid advances to their toolkits and left Africa approximately 75 
Kya.   The sudden change to the rate of change of the toolkit just prior to leaving Africa is 
suggestive that, at the simplest, a single change could have taken place in the hominins to allow 
them to make  these advances.   Our current human language (faculty) is argued to be this 
change [3].  The use of complex sentences would presumably have allowed the hominins to 
more easily accumulate knowledge and transfer it to each other and their children.  Daily 
storage and recall of unique sequences would also permit hominins the ability to mentally 
reconstruct scenarios after they occurred, which would allow them to explain them to others and 
explore possible solutions when time permits.  
 
All available evidence indicates that the current human language faculty and cognitive 
functionality was completely formed before humans left Africa and that it hasn’t changed since 
[3a]; which would be a signature of the single change in Africa hypothesis.  The argument for 
this is that babies from any culture can grow up in any new culture and will readily acquire the 
new culture and language, which is taken to imply that no changes to the human language 
faculty or other cognitive functions have occurred in humans since we left Africa.  
 
For the present inquiry, the two main historical developments of interest are the mammalian 
neocortex and the human toolkit change.  The neocortex is viewed as having endowed 
mammals with the ability to conceptualize symbols, to form vocabularies of these symbols, and 
to [input, store, and utilize] sequences of random combinations of these symbols.  The human 
change is viewed as happening when the neocortex became large enough to support a new 
thought process and/or a new thought process was developed.  
 
 
 
Derivation 
---------------------- 
 
 
We begin with one of the main minimalist assumptions of linguistics, namely that communicators 
have some common internal neurological/symbolic representation of each word in their 
vocabulary.  This is shown as the two blue “interface parcels” in the diagram below, which 
borrows from similar diagrams in references [4] and [3].   In this example, while walking out of 
the woods, the two hikers roust a duck, which causes the duck symbol to activate in each 
hiker’s interface parcel.   We assume that each hiker processes their unique neural input of the 
event and each conceptualizes, or activates,  an internal symbol that corresponds to “duck”. 
Also note that if one of the hikers is replaced by another mammal, such as a dog, the presumed 
interface parcel would still be valid, although possibly with ‘duck’ replaced by a ‘squirrel’. 
 



 
 

                           
Figure : 1  The rousting of the duck provides unique sensory input to each hiker’s interface 
parcel, which we assume causes the “duck” symbol to fire (or conceptualize) therein.  This is 
posited to occur as some subset of the nodes in the interface parcel firing into a stable attractor 
state. 
  
 
For our initial purposes we assume that some analogous neural parcel exists  that contains 
many neural attractor states that represent words or symbols.  Such a neural parcel can be 
thought of as analogous to a two dimensional  optical character recognition neural network, 
wherein each character is a unique attractor state of the OCR neural network.   Each character 
corresponds to a subset of nodes in the 2d array that fire and lock into the active state when the 
array is input a noisy bitmap of a scanned character and allowed to run freely into the nearest 
attractor state. 
 
The symbols in this interface parcel, once formed, are assumed capable of  subsequent 
re-activation on similar input.  Furthermore, once activated, we assume that the symbols retain 
this  state information for a short time and are more easily re-activated [9].  This is analogous to 
the human ability to be given a random word and then be able to repeat that word on command 
some short time later.  
  
The interface parcel can be abstracted to represent all of the symbols that we are physically 
able to internalize and externalize.   The temporal sequence of all such symbols can be thought 
of as our stream of consciousness.  
 
 
Short Term Memory (stm): 
----------------------------------- 



Behaviours involving short term memory are easily observable in mammals and many other 
animals.  In humans, we can easily form stm associations between any two randomly picked 
symbols in our vocabularies.  
 
As an example, we can extend the duck scenario above such that the surprise  of the duck 
rousting causes the first hiker to sneeze.  Following this,  the second hiker’s interface parcel 
would contain the activated symbols “duck” and “sneeze” and these would be stm bound such 
that if some short while later a second duck was rousted, then this would cause the second 
hiker to recall the sneeze symbol and to expect the first hiker to sneeze again.  We can say that 
the second duck caused the hiker to “think of” the sneeze symbol. 
 
Such a random two symbol stm mechanism can be built by the current model using the 
assumed node functionality.   We (hypothetically) introduce many additional nodes to the 
interface parcel, referred to as stm nodes.  These stm nodes are assumed to be equivalent to 
the symbol nodes except that they are unlabeled.  The stm nodes are assumed to be randomly 
and sparsely  connected to the labeled symbol nodes [13][14]. 
 

                                           
 
Figure : 2 
 
 
 When two random symbol nodes, such as duck and sneeze, are activated and fire, they each 
provide input activation to their respective stm nodes.  If a subset of these stm nodes is 
common to both symbols, this subset can become activated over background due to having 2x 
more input activation than the stm nodes that are not common.  The elevated input level then 
persists in time, allowing for subsequent short term associative recall.  
 



 
 
 
  
Computationally, stm memory can be implemented as a single node created by a merge 
function between a root node “ip”  and its child nodes as shown below.   The (stm) nodes are 
created by the merge function that runs each time a node fires.  Bidirectional connectivity is 
assumed possible in all connections. 
 

 
 
Figure 3 
 
 
The merge operation can be applied recursively between other recent stm nodes to create the 
(d s) node above right.   This node then stores the short term association between duck and 
sneeze.  
 
 
 
The stm nodes are created at run time using a merge constructor function of the Node class as 
shown below.   This function takes two nodes as input, labeled “head” and “copy”.   Bidirectional 
links are set up between the head and copy nodes in the merge constructor function. 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
Figure 4  The Node class and the use of the constructor functions in main(). 
 
 
 
 
 
  



The sequence: “hiker rocks” is input with the “touch” function calls in main() as shown below.  
 

                           
 
Figure 5  The hiker.touch()  function call causes the hiker node to fire, which then causes the 
(head) ip node to fire.   The stm merge node is created when the ip node fires. 
 
 
The stm structure grows iteratively as more symbols are input. 

 
Figure 6 
 



 
 
 
 
The  structure formed in (stm) memory can then be used for output of the hiker, rock, duck, 
sneeze symbols.   Using the recursive algorithm shown in the pseudo code, the symbols can be 
output in the order that they occurred.   In the prototype c++ code given in Appendix B, a flag is 
added to the Node class to limit each node to firing only one time and the printout of the ip node 
is suppressed.  
 

 
Figure 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Simple Proto Language 
----------------------------------- 
 
Following the suggestion of ref. [3], we assume a simple (truncated english) corpus of the form: 
[ here now feeling me thing  get  do go  ].   This corpus is drawn from the hypernym forms of the 
parts of speech: [ adverb noun verb  ].    The verbs are taken from the hypernym verb set: [ get 
feel  do  go ], which is discussed below and in appendix A. 
 
This initial corpus is similar to the reported meanings exchanged in chimpanzee gestural 
dialogues.  The  table below is drawn from the meanings derived from a large video corpus of 
wild chimpanzee single symbol dialogue exchanges [10].   The meanings are mapped to  a part 
of speech and then to a hypernym word for that POS.  The verb POS forms labeled ‘point’ and 
‘line’ correspond to [ do go ].  
 
 

              
 
   Figure: 9  The chimpanzees exchange approximately 15 unique meanings using gestures. 
The hypernym forms are mapped to the closest meaning and can all be nominally matched.  
No grammar or random combinatoric use of gestures is observed.  All species of Great Apes 
share a common set of ~100 gestures with each species using a subset of ~60 gestures.  The 
gesture to meaning mapping is different in every species. 
 
 



 
The apes use multiple gestures  per meaning and young adult apes are sometimes observed to 
cycle through these as a repetitive sequence of gestures, suggestive of a hypernym-hyponym 
structure [10a]. 
 
 

             
  
  Figure: 10 
  
  
 
  
 
Switching back to humans, our understanding of the neocortex is expanding at a great rate 
using many types of experimental methods.  fMRI experiments in [2][2a] have identified two 
voxels ( <2mm3 ) that fire in response to words that are hyponyms of ~(person/place) and 
(thing).    Movies are shown to volunteers and the hypernym mappings from WordNet are used 
to tag 1800 nouns from the movie dialogues to person, place, or thing.  In all volunteers, these 
two voxels can be identified in similar locations on a neocortex flatmap and  show activation 
when the corresponding hyponym words are used in the movie dialogues. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The symbols of the proto-language are assumed to be formed as child nodes in the interface 
parcel as shown.    The stm memory allows for storage of state information and for simple 
dialogues. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure  11   The value of zero passed in the touch(0) function  indicates a question;  
                   -1, 0, 1  =    [ no, ?, yes].  The simplest input form of a question is the function call:  
                   ip.touch(0).  The stm (thing) node is assumed to have been previously formed.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 12     all symbols can be input as questions with the touch(0) function call as: 
                  thing.touch(0) . 
 



 
 

   
 
 
Figure  13   an stm node having a value = -1 indicates negation.  In this scenario, (thing(-1)) was 
previously created via an stm merge 
 

 
 
Figure 14  A mechanism for movement can be implemented using the stored values in the (stm) 
nodes.     The input value is propagated to the  (stm) nodes as shown, and the single line 
modification to the pseudocode  will alter the output ordering from “boys eat what”  to “what 
boys eat”. 
  



The symbols bifurcate to the first two hypernyms 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  

 
 
Figure 14  The words in the sentence are mapped to ‘a’ or ‘n’.  Each sentence in the wordnet 
corpus (120K definitions + 60K glossary sentences) can be mapped into such sequences and 
used for training input. 
 
 
 
 
A long term memory [ltm] node can be made at the time the (stm) node is made by the merge() 
function.   The two nodes can also be connected by the merge function.   The [ltm] node retains 
the label of the copy node as shown.  

 
Figure 15  A long term memory node is formed by a reverse merge operation.  The weights of 
the [ltm] nodes are initialized differently than the (stm) node and are then modified by a simple 
Hebbian mechanism that runs when the node fires.   Weights are decreased when a node is 
touched, and increased if the touched node subsequently node fires. 



 
 
 

 
Figure 16  The first level [ltm] nodes, once formed,  form sequential associations using the same 
mechanism as the (stm) nodes.  

 
 
Figure 17  random corpus input produces multiple [x-y]  child nodes under the [a] and [n] 
branches.  
 
 
 
 



 
Figure: 18  the first level (fastest) prediction of the most probable next symbol using one level 
deep stored information 
 
 

 
Figure 19  prediction of the next two symbols, with the lowest chance of being incorrect, using 
the first level branching probabilities predicted out to two symbols.  The ‘a’ symbol is assumed 
optional and does not count as incorrect if not present. 



 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 20 The ltm nodes can drive an oscillating ‘n a n a…’ pattern in stm memory. 
 
 

 
 
Figure  21  The number line structure forms as [ltm] nodes in the main ‘a’ and ‘n’ branches 
through repeated input cycles with Hebbian mechanisms. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure: 22  Assuming the mammal was randomly searching, when it finds a goal, it retains the 
recent path information and will create an [ltm] memory structure that can be recalled and used 
to regenerate the (stm) memory connections in the ip graph. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 23   Oscillation of the a-n branches produces adverb periodicity in the spoken languages. 

 
 
 
 



 
Figure 23a  The interrogative pronouns correspond to the main graph branches with value = 0. 

  



Conjunctions:  
------------------- 
 
 
 

  
 
Figure 25  The “and” node is manually added as a child node of IP.    The and node functions to 
predict the next (stm) symbol based on the previous (stm) symbol.   This allows a false signal to 
occur on subsequent input of a dissimilar symbol:   Wallace and *bad. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Compare function at the merge 
------------------------------------------- 
 
A compare mechanism exists such that two similar sensations can be compared.  A familiar 
example is hearing the first two intermittent sounds of crunching leaves when someone or 
something is moving in the woods, relative to a fixed observer.   The change in intensity is 
available at the interface parcel as an internal feedback to the observer. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 26 State information is stored in the adverb branch and can be used if a subsequent 
compare operation. 
 
 
The ability to compare two of the same sensory inputs separated in time is an important 
evolutionary advantage to all animals.      The initial measured  information from  each sensation 
must be stored through time and then compared with the second measurement at a later time. 
This functionality can be achieved at the second level [ltm] merge, shown above in the adverb 
branch, using the values of the two parent nodes.  
 
This function, storing a value and using it in a compare operation later in time,  is similar to that 
of the Reichardt model used by Hubel to explain directionally sensitive neural circuits in V1 [9]. 
 
  



The  object function 
 -------------------------- 
 
A node labeled ‘vp’ is manually added.  This node will function as the hypernym node for the 
verbs and prepositions. 
 
The function of verbs and prepositions is to create stm bindings between the nouns. 
 
verbs modify the stm bindings between nouns 
 
prepositions associate the stm bound spatial symbols of the object 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 27   An [ltm] sequence [vp] -> [vp-t]  -> [t]  causes an additional loop to execute in the 
noun branch, which allows the enhancement of internode connections in the IP (stm) memory, 
shown in bold.  
 
 
stm bindings are set when the “thing” node is input, causing the previous stm nodes to refire 
and allows the node weights to be updated by a Hebbian mechanism.    The (n)-(n) bound stm 
nodes store the predicted next symbol, the object, and can cause a false signal to be returned 
from the merge function if an (a) symbol fires instead of the predicted (n) symbol, ex:  I eat *now 
it. 
 



 

 
 
Figure 28   the “get” verb 
 

 
 
Figure 29  the preposition node  



Adjectives 
-------------- 
 

   
Figure  30 
 
 

 
 
Figure 31  My eight beautiful very small old square English wooden hat boxes.      The 
sequence of adjective archetypes corresponds to the ip subgraphs.   Number, feeling, space, 
time, and noun. 
 
 



 

 
 
Figure 32   Adjectives from the WordNet corpus, sorted by category and frequency 
 
 

 
Figure 33  the “ly” adverbs sorted by category and frequency. 
 
  



third person (thing)  
-------------------------- 
 
 

 
  
Figure 34   A merge copy of the thing node forms as a child node of the vp node.   This node 
can function to hold state information during graph oscillation to generate the 3rd person 
present verb ending.  This state information can also be used to generate a false signal when 
the ‘s’ symbol is or is not received by a listener. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



past and future  
----------------------- 
 

 
 
Figure 35   The vp frame node bifurcates on value = -1 to form the past tense symbol “ed”.   The 
tense of the “talk” verb  is represented by the value stored in the vp frame node.  Graph flow can 
conditionally branch based on the stored value of the vp frame node. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 36   the future modal verbs bifurcate from the vp frame node using the stored value. 
The future modal (uncertain) verb forms can  be alternatively externalized if  ip.value = 0 
 
 

 
 
Figure 37  irregular past tense verbs occur as a conditional branch from the verb node based on 
a stored value of -1.    The irregular verb forms allow the same amount of information to be 
transferred to the listener with one less cycle of the ip graph. 



 
Progressive and Perfected 
---------------------------------------- 
unfinished and finished 
 

 
 
 
Figure 38 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Figure 39   The [ +1 ]PROG node bifurcates on past, I and thing.   The preactivation of the 
[thing]1/2  -> [ + ]PROG  node allows  an error check, ex: wallace *are talk ing.    This implies that 
the information to generate the false * signal is stored in the [ + ]PROG node. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 40 
 
 
 



Summary 
------------- 
 
A symbol is defined to carry a name and a signed value, with value being possibly zero or 
unspecified. 
 
A symbol’s value is analogous to the spiking rate of a neuron, with the sign being analogous to 
the relative phase of the spiking signal. 
  
Symbols are assumed to be neurological attractor states formed in an “interface parcel”.  
 
All of our physical senses are assumed to be represented at the interface parcel as symbols 
that carry  name and intensity (value).  
 
The temporal sequence of all symbols that fire in the interface parcel, stimulated either internally 
or externally, is analogous to our stream of consciousness. 
 
Computationally,  the interface parcel symbols are implemented as hyponym (child)  nodes of a 
single hypernym (head) node labeled “ip”. 
 
A short term memory model is proposed that operates via a merge operation between the 
hypernym and hyponym nodes in the ip graph.  
 
The proposed stm merge operation can be applied to other recently created stm nodes to form 
short term associations between symbols that have recently fired. 
 
A long term memory mechanism is proposed that operates via a reverse merge operation with 
the head and copy nodes swapped, but with the original copy node’s label retained in the newly 
created [ltm] node. 
 
Long term memory structures are formed in the same manner as (stm) structures.   These ltm 
structures can be recalled to re-fire the symbols (in sequential order) in the interface parcel. 
 
A single symbol dialogue system is assumed using a corpus of basic adverbs, nouns, verbs, 
and prepositions.  
 
The ip-graph and short term memory mechanism allow for storage  and recall of recently 
acquired information and for simple dialogue sequences to occur. 
 
Questions and commands are implemented by calling the touch(value) function  from main() 
with value = 0, 1.  
 
The ip node takes on the externalizations [ no, ?, yes ] corresponding to  ip.value = [-1, 0, 1] . 



 
 
 
 
 
Oscillation of the ip graph allows any combination of two nodes to be associated together in 
short term memory. 
 
A graph node  labeled “a”,  is manually added to the ip graph, which allows the adverb-like 
nodes to replicate as new child nodes though the merge process.  
 
A graph node labeled “n” is added to the ip graph and the non adverb symbols form child nodes 
as before.  
 
At the simplest, a single oscillation of this graph can bind values stored in the a-branch to the 
last fired symbol in the n graph.  
 
 
This a-n graph structure allows a periodic (a-n) number line structure to form.  
 
Oscillation of the a-n graph is hypothesized to produce adverb periodicity in spoken languages. 
 
The simple not dialogue sequences ( “not me”, “not now”, etc)  are generated by oscillation of 
the a-n graph.    The value is posited to pass between nodes during graph flow and to change at 
the “me” node, causing subsequent externalization.  
 
A conjunction node is added to the ip graph at the first level and operates in a-n (stm) memory 
as a new symbol type.  
 
A diff() function can be done at stm merge time to generate a (greater than/less than) return 
value to the interface parcel.  
 
The direct object node, labeled vp, is added to the noun branch and causes an extra ip-graph 
cycle to run that sets a n-n sequence in ip-(stm) memory.  
 
The verbs and prepositions will form as child nodes to this vp node and use the double ip-cycle 
mechanism. 
 
A preposition node is posited to develop as a branch of the vp node that could function to bind 
the stored adverb values  associated with the object to the subject.  
 
The hypernym verb forms [get, do, go, feel/of] are posited to form as child nodes of the vp node.  
 



 
Adjectives can be output in correct order (per current usage) via graph oscillation.    Adverb 
periodicity does not occur in the adjective sequence. 
  
 
A thing node is posited to form as a child node to the vp node and to implement the third person 
present verb ending “-s”. 
 
 
The simple past tense is posited to occur as a bifurcation of the vp frame node based on the 
stored value in the frame node. 
 
Irregular past tense verb forms occur as a bifurcation of the verb node based on the stored 
value.  
 
The future tense is posited to occur as a similar bifurcation on the vp frame node value, but on 
the opposite sign. 
 
The future modal verbs  form a hierarchy  based on the stored value of the vp frame node.   The 
question forms of the modal verbs could be generated based on the value of some other graph 
node, possibly the ip node.  
 
The progressive and perfected nodes are posited to develop as a bifurcation (on value)  of the 
first frame node in the noun subgraph. 
 
The current English grammar develops from these two nodes.  The progressive node bifurcates 
on past, me, and thing.    Progressive-past bifurcates on me and thing and perfected bifurcates 
on me and thing. 
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Appendix A:   Pareto Analysis of the WordNet Corpus 
------------------------------------ 
 
The WordNet corpus is used as input.  The corpus consists of definitions for approximately 
120K English words.  Approximately 60K of the definitions include an additional glossary 
sentence, with common words having multiple glossary entries.  The definitions and  glossary 
sentences were written over a 15 year period by Miller and others [ref], and  cover a wide range 
of human experiences and associated utterances. 
 

 

Figure a1: 
 
 
Pareto of noun subjects from the glossary sentences (excluding pronouns).  

 
Figure a2:   also see  “ASL: The First 100 Words”, 
http://lifeprint.com/asl101/pages-layout/concepts.htm 



 
 
 
Pareto of  words in the corpus: 

 
Figure a3: 
 
 

- combine [ a,  the,  an,  An, etc ] into a single node labeled (a:the) --  this node 
corresponds to the frame  [ 1 ]. 

 
Pareto of all words that precede the (a:the) node.    Common prepositions occur most frequently 
and then as we scan downward, the list becomes almost all verbs.  
 

 



 
 Figure a4: 
 
 
 
-extract verbs by hand and sort them into categories: 
 
verb pareto from WordNet glossary sentences sorted into 5 categories  
 
 

 
Figure a5: 
“think of” verbs: 
 
  I think     of   it 
  I  *get     of   it 
 
 
There are a limited number of  these feel-verbs that can be used with “of” as above.  These 
appear to correspond to a symbol firing in the interface parcel. 
 
feel         of it 
want       of it  
speak     of it 
ask         of it 
hear       of it 
write       of it  
think       of it 
 
 



 
Major thematic relations  

----------------------------------------------- 
 

 

    

Agent  

 

deliberately performs the  

 action 

Bill ate soup (noun) = (person)  

 

Force or  

Natural Cause 

 

mindlessly performs the 

action 
An avalanche destroyed the 

temple. 

The tornado destroyed the 

barn. 

 

(noun) = (thing) 

 

Cause 

 
what caused the action to 

occur  
The man cut the grass (noun) = (person) 

Experiencer  the entity that receives  

sensory or emotional input 
Susan heard the song.  

I cried. 
[n v] = [(person)  feel-verb] 

Stimulus  

 
Entity that prompts sensory 

or emotional feeling - not 

deliberately 

Kim detests sprouts  [v n] = [feel-verb  (noun)] 

 

Theme  undergoes the action but 

does not change its state 
We believe in one God.  

 I have two children.  

 I put the book on the table. 

He gave the gun to the 

police officer 

(object) +  no new stm 

bindings  

Patient  undergoes the action and 

changes its state  
The falling rocks crushed the 

car 
(object) + new stm bindings  

 

Instrument 

 
used to carry out the action  Jamie cut the ribbon with 

scissors. 
[with]  

 

Location  

 
where the action occurs  Johnny played in the park.  

I'll be studying at Julie's 

house. 

at in on + (place) 

Goal       : (e.g.,.). 

 

 

where the action is directed 

towards 
The caravan moved to the 

oasis.  

He walked to school 

Direction  - line 

 

Recipient  a special kind of goal 

associated with verbs 

 I sent John the letter.  

  He gave the book to her. 
get +  double objects  

stm binding changes 

between object 



 

 

 

 

expressing a change in 

ownership, possession 

Beneficiary  the entity for whose benefit 

the action occurs 
 I baked Reggie a cake. 

 He built a car for me. 
[verb  object1   object2 ]  

The Source or  

The Origin 
where the action originated The rocket was launched 

from Central Command.  

  She walked away from him 

adverb space 

 

Time the time at which the action 

occurs  
The rocket was launched 

yesterday 
adverb time 

 

Manner the way in which an action is 

carried out 
urgently he called  911 adverb -ly 

Purpose the reason for which an 

action is performed  
Tabitha called to get  help.  

    


